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OH, BABY!
Liam (Scott Clifton) and
Steffy (Jacqueline MacInnes
Wood) bond over baby Kelly.

special features

With the
wedding off and
his babymama
suffering a health
scare, is Liam about
to pull off another
dramatic
U-turn?

K

nowing when to keep
your counsel and zip
those lips, and when
to spill your guts
– well, it can be a fine line,
even when it’s your own
brother whose neck’s on the
chopping block...
Liam (Scott Clifton) and
Hope (Annika Noelle) didn’t
end up exchanging vows after
his best man and bro Wyatt
(Darin Brooks) decided to
come clean. The burden
of knowledge can be
a dangerous thing but he
finally found the nerve to
reveal that his brother’s
ex-wife Steffy (Jacqueline
MacInnes Wood), wasn’t
bumping uglies with
Dastardly Dollar Bill (Don
Diamont), as Wyatt had
been led to believe! Woah!
Game-changer!
Although he raged at his
father for manipulating him
into making Liam believe the
lie, Wyatt stayed mum... but
was eaten away on the inside
by guilt as Liam and Hope’s
wedding date neared.
Eventually, Wyatt decided
he couldn’t tamp down the
toxic truth any longer and
just spilled the beans.
Naturally, Liam was not
only white-hot furious

Hope
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with his brother’s temporary
lack of integrity, but of course
also with their foul father’s
shockingly manipulative,
selfish, destructive, homewrecking behaviour. At least to

Runs special features each issue,
including behind-the-scenes and
on-set visits with the stars.

WARM AND
FUZZY...
Steffy wins
babydaddy
Liam’s heart.

her credit, Hope realised
that this was an issue that
her groom needed to
resolve before they tied
the knot, and called off
their nuptials...

Three
become

one

interview

Luke Jacobz reveals his hollywood ambitions as he launches new reality show Instant Hotel

man on the move
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InstAnt hoteL ON SeveN

ctor and tv host Luke
Jacobz would jump at
the chance to join the
McLeod’s Daughters
reboot if asked. the
36-year-old played Patrick
Brewer on the series from
2005 to 2009 and is excited
by news that creator Posie
Graeme-evans wants to
bring back the drama and
has a story in mind.
But no one was more thrilled
than his mates. “One friend
in particular rang [me] up
in tears, she was so excited
that the show was coming
back,” he says.
“it was a really fun show
and i very much enjoyed my
time on it. not sure which
direction they’re going to go
but it was really exciting to
hear they’re coming back.”
right now though Jacobz,
who also starred on Home and
Away, is returning to tv as host
of Seven’s new reality series
Instant Hotel. it is based on the
rise of people renting out their
own homes to holiday-makers
through platforms like Airbnb.
each week a couple opens
their home to the other
contestants. Both the property
and the guests are judged after
each stay to find out who has
the best instant Hotel. Jacobz
spoke to Soap World about the
Airbnb phenomenon and how
he would rate as a guest.

lATEST PREVIEWS
Keeps its readers up-to-date with the
latest previews on the daytime and
primetime soaps and dramas both
local and international.

Do you have any
horror stories from
staying in an Airbnb
type place?

[Laughs.] i personally don’t but
my mate robbie over in the
States, he did. He was staying
in San Francisco and literally
went into this one place and
it was just this abandoned
factory and it was nothing like
what was on the [site] — there
was broken glass everywhere,
it was a complete and utter
lie [compared to what was
advertised]. But i personally
have been into one in the napa
valley near San Francisco
and it was gorgeous — it was
absolutely beautiful so you’ve
got to have it on both sides
of the scale and i lucked out
where my mate robbie didn’t.

What do you think
about the idea of
rating the guests
themselves?
i think it’s a fantastic idea. if
you were to rent your house out

to a complete stranger you
look at their rating and you
can find out why they were
a [good or] bad guest. if you’re
opening up your private house
to somebody i think it’s really
important that you know who
is staying at your place and
if it’s a good idea or not.

If an Instant Hotel
type operator was
to rate you as a
guest, how would
they rate you?
Oh 10 out of five absolutely!
i’m quite a clean person at
home anyway. in hotels i still
make my bed when i check out!
But some people when they go
to someone else’s house they
don’t think about that because
it’s not their house, they think,
‘well, i’ve rented it, this is my
party house’ and i think you’ll
probably see a little bit of that
as the series goes on.

You’ve been trying
your luck in LA. Are

your ambitions there
hosting or acting?

Definitely acting. i love
hosting, i really enjoy doing it
but i’ve always had a love for
acting and i’ve wanted to act
for my entire life so i’ll always
have that passion. But it’s not
just as easy as going out and
saying ‘hey, i would like to
act’ — it’s a very competitive
market out there and there
are some very talented people
that have been focusing only
on acting for the last 10 years
and i’ve been quite focused
on presenting for the last six
or seven years so i’m trying
to juggle doing a bit of both
at the moment to get my foot
back in the acting door.

What sort of acting
roles are you
looking for?
i love the action kind of stuff
— something like True Blood
or a little bit of fantasy, Bourne
Identity kind of thing, drama —
that’d be a lot of fun. SW

Luke Jacobz (left)
with Instant Hotel
participants
Samantha and
James of Byron
Bay, NSW.

interview By rAcHAeL GAvin

Do you use Instant
Hotel type properties
when travelling?
i have done. when i was
in America i used a few of
them. i’m very fortunate to
have friends that live over
there so i was able to stay in
their houses. [But] it’s always
amazing when you look
at some photos [of homes
available on sites like Airbnb]
and actually get into the house
and think ‘this is bigger’ or
‘wow, this looks nothing like
the photos’.
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Star Style tRaveL

Berlin has stamped its place as where the
stars walk the red carpet, while history
reveals the many tales it has to tell.

GERMAN STARS
ON THE SCREEN
A number of the top
screen stars were either
born in Germany or
have German heritage,
including…

Diane Kruger

MicHael FaSSBenDer

Michael Fassbender
Heidi Klum
Diane Kruger
Bruce Willis
Kirsten Dunst
Daniel Bruhl
Sandra Bullock

Bruce WilliS

HeiDi KluM

cELEBRITY
LIFESTYLE

The city’s iconic
Brandenburg gate.

The reichstag has been
burned, bombed and rebuilt.

the festival. Some of the
entertainment industry’s
harshest critics gave the
new series overwhelmingly
positive reviews.
The historic German
capital has emerged in recent
years as one of the most
important places in the world
for new movies and TV series
to premiere. And with the
premieres, the stars have
also followed suit, including
Oscar winners Dame HeLen
miRRen and tiLDa
Swinton, along with
Jeff GoLDbLum, bRyan
CRanSton and Liev
SCHReibeR all in attendance
this year.
In 2017, the Berlin red

carpet was awash with other
A-listers, such as JuLianne
mooRe, CHaRLize
tHeRon, JuDe Law,
CoLin fiRtH and Aussie
legend Guy PeaRCe.
While the best in the world
of movies and TV take centre
stage during the weeks of the
film festival, they have stiff
competition for attention
from the city itself.
Berlin has long been
considered the most exciting of
the European capitals. It is often
called “the most important city
of the 20th century”, as so
much important history has
occurred here.
Every footpath in Berlin has
lived a million tales. This
resilient city has
lived through it all
and shares its
stories for those
who venture along
its streets.
It is the grand
Brandenburg Gate
that rates as the
number-one sight in
Berlin and remains
the iconic image of

Helen
Mirren
Berlin has a million
tales to tell.

the city. The 26-metre tall
sandstone monument of the
four-horse chariot sitting atop
six large columns was built for
King Frederick Wilhelm II of
Prussia in 1791. Berlin has
hosted many famous visitors
across the centuries, too,
including US Presidents biLL
CLinton and baRaCk
obama and Russia’s
mikHaiL GoRbaCHev.
During the height of the Cold
War, the infamous Berlin Wall
was constructed in front of the
Brandenburg Gate and became
a symbolic point of where East

and West were kept apart.
The Berlin Wall was built in
1961 to split the city into two
political halves and it was
finally torn down in 1989.
What was once the shame of
the city has become one of its
most visited places. Remnants
of the wall can still be spotted
along its former 155 km route,
most dramatically through
Potsdamer Platz.
Today this is Berlin’s major
public square, with high-rise
towers, a mall and a traffic
intersection, yet only 30 years
ago this was a barren,

high-security strip splitting
the city in two.
The Reichstag is another
Berlin structure that has recently
returned to its grand stature
after years of being little more
than a shell. Built as the home
of the German parliament in
1894, it was burned by the
Nazis in 1933, bombed by the
Russians in 1945, rebuilt in
1970 and, finally, reinstated as
the German national parliament
once again in the late 1990s.
This building alone has lived
a saga of many lifetimes. Now
magnificently restored, it is a
beacon of what the reunited
Germany stands for, topped by
a great glass dome that
overlooks the grand Unter den
Linden, Berlin’s famous street.

The Unter den Linden literally
means “under the Lime Trees
Avenue” and connects some of
the grandest buildings in Berlin.
This includes the Opera House,
St. Hedwig’s Cathedral and the
Gendarmenmarkt city square.
In the centre of town is the
Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial
Church, where old and new
Berlin meet in dramatic fashion.
The old church was destroyed
during World War II, with the
ruins retained as a reminder
of the futility of war. The new
church, built in the 1960s, is
a stunning box of blue coloured
glass walls.
It was built as a promise that
the city had a brighter future
– and Berlin has lived up to that
promise ever since. SW

Love may come and go, but sex tapes stick around! We profiLe the ceLebs that
captured their Lovemaking on camera, and the legal battles that ensued...

WordS by John burfitt

S

tars of the new
Aussie series Picnic at
Hanging Rock were
the toast of Berlin just
a few weeks back,
when the new series
screened to an
international audience at the
Berlin Film Festival. Picnic’s TV
newcomers LiLy SuLLivan
and Ruby ReeS, as well as
nataLie DoRmeR (Game of
Thrones), were among the
guests at the German premiere,
which was met with a standing
ovation from the 850-strong
crowd following screening.
The cast also received
applause from the audience of
international film critics who
had gathered in Berlin for

Offers readers a lifestyle section,
featuring segments on celebrity
travel, star beauty & fashion
and special celebrity recipes.
Paris
HiLton
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Hollywood
correspondents
are on the spot at all the TV studios,
and their direct access to the
stars makes for the most reliable
and current information.

Pamela
Anderson

The star was traumatised when a personal
video she made with then-husband Tommy
Lee was stolen and leaked to the world.
In an interview with Andy Cohen, she
said, “I made not one dollar. It was stolen
property. We made a deal to stop all the
shenanigans. I was seven months pregnant
with Dylan [their second son], and I was
thinking it was affecting the pregnancy
– the stress.” She has later said the
pressure of being in and out of court also
contributed to the demise of her marriage.

The heiress felt she
was exploited by her
one-time boyfriend Rick
Salomon, who recorded
the two of them having
sex, and titled the video
1 Night in Paris. She
was 23 to his 36, and
claims she was “out of
it” during the filming.
The pair took each other
to court, going back
and forth until it was
reported that Hilton was
awarded $400,000.

rob Lowe

The actor went through a terrible scandal
during the 1980s. After attending a political
convention, of all things, he decided to go
out partying. At a nightclub, he met two
women who came back to his hotel, where
the three of them made a sex tape. While
he was in the bathroom, he claimed they left
with the tape. He was then contacted by the
mother of one of the participants, saying that
she had possession of the tape and that her
daughter was only a teenager. Lowe stated
he had no idea she was so young. The matter
was eventually settled out of court.

cAugHt on FiLm
Gene simmons

A sex tape featuring the Kiss rocker
was uploaded to a website, but
who did it is unclear. Simmons is
married to actress Shannon Tweed,
but the woman in the video is said
to be an Austrian model.

Tonya HardinG

The skater, portrayed by Margot
Robbie in I, Tonya, made an explicit
video, allegedly on her wedding
night. Then-husband Jeff Gillooly
marketed and sold the tape himself.

Colin
FArreLL

The movie star filmed a sex
tape with one-time girlfriend
and Playboy Playmate of
the Month Nicole Narain.
Like most former lovers
in this scenario, the pair
ended up battling over its
distribution in court. Farrell
sought damages as well as a
temporary restraining order
and injunction prohibiting the
sale and exploitation of the
videotape. Narain’s argument
was that as she was “cocreator” of the tape, that she
partially owned it and had
the right to reproduce and
distribute it. Farrell reportedly
succeeded at having the
video blocked, claiming that
it would cause irreparable
damage to his career. He
allegedly was the one holding
the camera during the show,
which saw the couple trying
out different sexual positions
over 14 minutes.

VinCe neil

Words by bronWyn Hardy

TO
BERLINTAKES
THE STAGE

Berlin is one
of the most
important
premiere
locations in
the world.

The Mötley Crüe singer made a sex
tape with a heavily tattooed woman
named Janine Lindemulder, said
to be a porn star. Neil’s daughter
brought up the tape when her dad
appeared on Celebrity Wife Swap,
explaining how unconventional life
with him could be.

Jennifer
Lopez

According to Ojani Noa, J.Lo’s
first husband, whom she was
married to from 1997 till 1998,
the couple filmed a sex tape on
their honeymoon. It has never
been seen, reportedly because
Lopez’s legal team took hold of
the situation before anything
could happen to the tape.

Verne Troyer

The actor, who played Mini-Me in
Austin Powers, made a sex tape
with then-girlfriend Ranae Shrider.
He is said to have sued her for
$20 million for leaking the tape,
pinning him to a wall, breaking his
property, refusing to leave his home
and stealing his medication. Troye
succeeded in blocking the tape.

leiGHTon meesTer

A tape surfaced on the internet
featuring a woman that’s said to be
Meester before her career took off.
The actress has denied the claim.

Kim
KArdAsHiAn

Before she was a happily married
mum-of-two, in 2006 she made a sex
tape with her then-boyfriend, a rapper
named Ray J. He allegedly wrote a
song about it, titled, “Never Shoulda
Done That”. Kardashian sued the
company that released the tape, and is
said to have received $5 million. SW

sex, lawsuiTs & VideoTaPe!
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